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Phases quantification in DP600 steel welded by GTAW process using SEM and atomic 
force microscopy1
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The automotive industry is constantly under several challenges in many aspects, such as development 
of new materials and improvement their manufacturability. In order to achieve light weight, reduced 
emissions and ensure conductor safety, advanced high strength steels (AHSS) are able to fulfill these 
requirements. Dual phase steels (DP) are well suited for light weighing car body constructions. The gas 
tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process is focused in literature as an alternative choice for joining AHSS 
steels; this study is held to disclose the exhibited microstructural constituents. In addition, quantitative 
determinations of the volume % of phases in the various weld regions were made. The relative amounts 
of lower bainite (LB), upper bainite (UB), and polygonal ferrite (PF) in the heat affected zone (HAZ) 
were determined by image analysis from optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM). It was found that GTAW promoted the development of significant amounts of LB in the HAZ 
(50.89 %). In contrast atomic force microscopy (AFM) leads to quantify the different phases by the 
morphology, height and roughness, it was found that martensite (M) dropped down to 7.5% in the 
intercritical zone (IZ) although PF increases to 92.5% compared with the base metal (BM).
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1. Introduction

In an attempt to reduce automobile vehicle weight and 
enhance passenger safety, multiphase AHSS steels such as 
DP steel has been developed. In recent years these steels 
have been subject of extensive interest because of their 
unique combination of mechanical properties, high strength 
associate with good formability1-3. Their microstructure 
consists of martensite and ferrite4-6. Therefore, it is only 
comprehensible to utilize high resistant materials in order to 
reduce the cross sectional area (thickness), hence to diminish 
the structural weight.

Certain components require materials that are thinner and 
lighter, and can more difficult to join. In an ideal world “the 
best joining method is no joining at all”. This quote captures 
a designer´s frustration with the need to include joints which 
then create potential areas of weakness in the automotive 
body7, the GTAW process is an economy welding method; 
however, very limited studies about the GTAW joint have 
been reported for the DP steels,8. The welding processes, due 
to their thermal cycle, might inflict alterations on base metal 
phases9-11, heating of these materials leads to the tempering 
of martensite in the intercritical zone producing a softening 
zone, in contrast in the HAZ the DP steel can be made to 
undergo diffusionless transformation due to a cooling rate 
is fast enough to prevent transformation by an alternative 
mechanism involving the diffusional movement of atoms 

conducting to high hardness zones12. Various characterization 
techniques have been employed for determinations of 
phases in these steels including X-ray diffraction and color 
metallography5,13. Nevertheless, there is limited work on the 
characterization and quantification of the phases developed in 
the different regions of DP steels joined by GTAW process.

Accordingly, in this work divers analytical techniques for 
microstructure development were considered and compared 
with AFM estimations of the various phases developed in 
a DP steel joined by using GTAW process. In recent years 
atomic force microscopy has demonstrated versatility in 
the characterization of surface morphology and interaction 
forces14,15. It is a high resolution imaging technique, using 
a sharp probe as a stylus to examine the surface in three 
dimensions to sub-nanometer resolution and it is a versatile 
tool for the study and characterization of DP steels. Through 
production of high resolution imaging it leads to quantify the 
different phases by the morphology, height and roughness. In 
particular, the exhibited volume percentages of M and PF in 
the various welded regions of the BM and IZ were quantified 
in order to disclose possible phase transformation reactions. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Microstructural and microhardness 
characterization 

The investigated DP 600 steel was supplied in the 
form of 2.5 mm thick sheet. Table 1 gives the chemical 
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composition of the DP600 steel. In addition, microstructural 
characterization and phase quantification were carried out by 
Olympus OM, Jeol SEM and AFM using an Image-Pro Plus 
analyzer. After welding, the specimens were encapsulated 
in a hot compression thermo-setting resin and wet ground 
with silicon carbide abrasive paper up to 2000 grit, then 
polished with cloths loaded with a polycrystalline diamond 
paste of 3.0 and 1.0 μm grit, down to 0.05 μm alumina. After 
polishing, the sample surface was chemically etched with 
2 % nital about 7 seconds for OM and SEM. In the case of 
AFM the sample surface was chemically etched by 0.5 % 
nital around 20 seconds. A Jeol JSPM5200 AFM was used 
with scan heads of nominally 50×50 μm2 scanning area 
and a maximum Z range of 14 μm. The AFM was used in 
the tapping mode to obtain topography and phase contrast 
scans. With this mode of operation the cantilever is allowed 
to oscillate at a sufficient level of frequency which allows it 
to make contact and disengage repeatedly with the sample 
surface16. Imaging frequencies are typically on the order of 
several tens of kHz. The exhibited hardness of the various 
welding regions was determined by Vickers microhardness 
profile, using microhardness Tukon 2500, Wilson Hardness.

2.2. GTAW Process

The welding conditions using a butt joint with a gap of 
1.6 mm in the GTAW autogenous process were a heat input 
of 3.4 (KJ/mm), using 60 amperes, 18 volts and welding 
speed 19 mm/min. A 99.99 % Ar was used as a shielding gas 
and a tungsten electrode EWTh-2. The welding equipment 
employed was a Miller syncrowave 250.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Welded microstructure 

Metallography determination closely followed the published 
methods for identification and characterization of phases in 
DP steels5,16. The exhibited microstructural features of the 
DP steels in as received condition are shown in Figure 1. 
Notice the presence of PF that can be clearly distinguished 
from M produced by annealing the steel at an inter-critical 
temperature (α + γ region) and the rapidly cooling to room 
temperature with a fine-grained structure with acicular lath. 
An overall view of the cross section welding is showing in 
Figure 2a. The resultant microstructures found in the IZ, 
HAZ 2, HAZ 1 and FZ using SEM are shown in Figures 
2b, 2c, 2d and 2e, respectively. 

The different microstructures developed in the IZ shows that 
apparently, this region underwent to transformation occurring 

Figure 1. Micrographs of the AHSS DP600 in the BM: a) OM, b) 
SEM and c) AFM. Etchant: Nital.

Figure 2. SEM micrographs showing resultant phases of the AHSS 
DP600 in various weld regions. (a) Overall view, (b) IZ, (c) HAZ 
2, (d) HAZ 1 and (e) FZ.

during tempering of martensite. The microstructural change 
during tempering is generally understood to be composed of 
three main stages. The first stage consists of the formation 
of transition carbide, and thus a reduction in carbon content 
in the matrix over the tempering range of 373-523 K. The 
second stage corresponds to the transformation of retained 
austenite to ferrite and cementite over a temperature range 
of 473-573 K. In the third stage, the replacement of the 
transition carbide and low-carbon martensite by cementite 
and ferrite occurs between 523 and 623 K. It has been shown 
that the strength of the tempered martensite is related to its 
microstructure, including effects being carbon segregation to 
dislocations, formation of ε-carbide, precipitation of cementite, 
recovery of dislocation structures and recrystallization of 
ferrite17-21. During welding of DP600 steel by GTAW process 
the temperature was enough to transform phases in the IZ to 
tempered martensite (TM) and ferrite, among the published 
works, Easterling et al.22 investigated the modelling the weld 
thermal cycle and transformation phases in arc welding, 
demonstrated that the temperature reached in the zone 
between base metal and heat affected zone named IZ was 
of approximately 623 K22. 

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt%) of the AHSS DP 600.
Steel  C Mn P Si Cr Ni Mo Cu V Nb Ti

DP600 0.08 1.51 0.012 0.1 0.02 <0.04 0.01 0.025 <0.004 0.007 0.007
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In the heat affected zones and the fusion zone of the 
welded DP600 steel, the same phases were found, from these 
micrographs it is evident that the exhibited microstructure 
in the steel were UB and LB with some areas of PF, The 
presence of bainites in the HAZ agrees with the SEM 
observations of López et al.23.

3.2. Phase quantification

Quantitative determinations of the various phases in the 
BM, IZ and heat affected zones are given in Figure 3, the ten 
images of scanning area for AFM was used with scan heads 
of nominally 50×50 μm2 scanning IZ and BM zones; and 
the phases quantifications obtained by the ten SEM images 
were carry out with an area of 85×62 μm2 . Notice from this 
figure that there is not a significant variation in the exhibited 
amounts of PF in the IZ when compared with the BM. In the 
case of TM the vol. % present in the IZ was determined by 
image analysis of OM compared with the ones found by SEM 
and AFM (Figure 4 a). From the OM and SEM showed that 
the average of TM was of 11.91 %. From Figure 4 (a) images 
obtained as the results of software WSxM solution24 and using 
tapping mode to obtain topography and phase contrast scans 
of AFM, considered the height and roughness for phase´s 
quantification. The statistical analysis of the surface roughness 
and height of samples help to identify every phase in the IZ. 
The substructure of the martensite differs clearly from that of 
the polygonal ferrite, whose roughness is lower and allows 
its identification (37 nm for martensite compared with 15 
nm for polygonal ferrite). Ferrite found it in the lower areas 
0.150 µm of height and, finally, martensite in the highest 
level (0.335µm).It is evident that the vol. % TM downs up to 
5.25 %. In the case of UB and LB is necessary to considerate 
the height and roughness in intermediate values between PF 
and TM. The great advantage of the AFM compared with 
the scanning electron microscope (SEM) is the possibility 
of imaging surfaces in different environments, without 
any vacuum or special sample treatment, with very high 
resolution. It also has the ability to evaluate quantitatively 
selected surface features, including statistical analysis of the 
surface roughness, which is not possible with OM or SEM 
images25-26. In particular, the amounts of ferrite decrease in 
the HAZ 1 (11 %) and in the HAZ 2 (71.54 %) compared 
with 84 % in the BM by OM images analysis. In contrast, 
there is a slight increase in the amount of UB and LB in 
HAZ 2. Finally in the HAZ 1 the percentage of UB increase 
up to 85 % and 14 % of LB in the phase’s quantification 
by SEM images analysis. The microstructure of bainite 
depends mainly on the temperature at which it forms, at high 
temperatures (623-823 K) bainite consist of needles or laths 
of ferrite with cementite precipitates between the laths, this 
is known as upper bainite. At sufficiently low temperature 
the morphology of bainite changes from laths into plates 
and the carbide dispersion becomes much finer, rather like 
in tempered martensite (lower bainite)12. Figures 4 (b)-(e) 
show a microstructure of the FZ obtained by AFM, in this 

case the phase´s quantification was not considered to report in 
this work because was not applicable besides HAZ 1 and 2.

Figure 3. Image analysis results of OM compared with the ones 
found by SEM and AFM in various welded regions.

Figure 4. AFM image of a) IZ, b) 3D image of micrograph c) 
bainite 3D image, d) and e) martensite images.

3.3. Microhardness

Microhardness profiles for the various regions of the 
welded DP600 steel using GTAW process is shown on 
Figure 5. The welded regions confirm that relatively high 
amounts of upper and lower bainite developed in the HAZ 
1 and FZ.  Notice the relatively elevated hardness (near 210 
HV0.5), indicating a significant development of diffusionless 
phases in these regions. The IZ exhibited significant decrees 
in hardness near to 155 HV0.5 compare to 215 HV0.5 in BM. 
In particular the microhardness profiles in IZ are attributed 
to the development of 11.91% of tempered martensite with 
a mixture of 88 % of PF. IZ softening exists during welding 
of tempered steels it is inevitable. The degree of softening 
in the IZ is a function of the weld thermal cycle (which is 
a characteristic of the welding process), the kinetics of the 
phase transformations, and the chemistry of the steel27.

4. Conclusion

Phase quantification of a thin (2.5 mm) sheet of DP600 
steel welded GTAW process has been investigated using OM, 
as well as SEM and AFM using images pro plus analyzer. 
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Figure 5. Exhibited microhardness profiles in the various regions 
of the welded DP600 steel using GTAW process.

AFM images enabled the identification of M, TM and PF 
in the base metal and intercritical zone. In turn, quantitative 
determinations of the relative amounts of these phases were 
possible. The AFM offers substantial benefits in comparison 
with the others microcopy techniques, namely quantitative data 
acquisition in three dimensions, minimal sample preparation 
times, and effective magnifications, also its ability to evaluate 
quantitatively select surface features. The topographic study 
of the DP600 steel samples showed that the higher areas in 
the samples correspond to the martensitic phases and the 
lower areas correspond to ferrite. SEM images were also used 
to confirm the amounts of martensite in the BM compare 
with the tempered martensite development in the IZ. The 
microhardness profiles confirm IZ softening exists during 
welding of tempered DP600 steel with hardness near to 155 
HV0.5 compare to 215 HV0.5 in BM. AFM was used with 
scan heads of nominally 50×50 μm2 scanning IZ and BM 
areas; and the phases quantifications obtained by SEM images 
were carry out with an area of 85×62 μm2 . In the case of 
TM the vol. % present in the IZ obtained by OM and SEM 
showed that the average of TM was of 11.91 % compare 
with 5.25 % obtained by AFM. This result is attributed to 
the selected examination locations. Nevertheless, when 
selecting the same scanning areas, the obtained results will 
be without variation.
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